
TOPIC: Impact of the Great Irish Famine

SUBJECT/GRADE LEVEL: Social Studies, Grade Level 10.

TITLE: Eviction

AIM QUESTION: How did eviction make conditions during the Great Irish Famine

worse?

NEW YORK STATE SOCIAL STUDIES STANDARDS:

World History: Students will use a variety of intellectual skills to demonstrate their

understanding of major ideas, eras, themes, developments, and turning points in

world history, and examine the broad sweep of history from a variety of perspectives.

Geography: Students will use a variety of intellectual skills to demonstrate their

understanding of the geography of the interdependent world in which we live --

local, national and global -- including the distribution of people, places and

environments over the Earth's surface.

Economics: Students will use a variety of intellectual skills to demonstrate their

understanding of how the United States and other societies develop economic systems

and associated institutions to allocate scare resources, how major decision-making

units function in the U.S. and other national economies, and how an economy solves

the scarcity problem through market and non-market mechanisms.

TEACHER BACKGROUND: A "push" factor in Irish emigration during the Famine was

eviction, the legal process of recovering land or property from those who occupy but

do not own it. Famine evictions were especially cruel because those evicted were

suffering from hunger and/or famine-related disease.  Some evictions were carried

out so that landlords could clear their lands of the smallest farm - some less than five

acres- in order to have fewer, more efficient holdings.  Some landlords evicted

tenants because they themselves were in debt and had to raise cash. Whatever the

reason, evictions have a special horror for the Irish. The matter of land and laws

about land ownership became the most important post-Famine issue, an issue was

settled only with legislation that introduced land purchase for tenants (Wyndham

Act, 1903).

Between 1846 and 1851 some 70,000 families were evicted from their homes in

Ireland.  Evictions continued on through the end of the century  until legislation was

passed allowing people in rural Ireland to purchase their lands.  While there are

contemporary engravings of evictions, notably those published in The Illustrated                            

London News between 1846 and 1849, there are just a few Irish famine paintings in                          

oil.  Two of them are in Dublin collections: Erskine Nichol's "An Ejected Family"



(1853) in the National Gallery of Ireland and Lady Butler's "Evicted" (1890) in the

Department of Irish Folklore, University College, Dublin.

Erskine Nichols and Lady Elizabeth Butler saw first-hand the consequences of

eviction on the poor and both painted pictures of evicted tenants.  While the official

art establishment did not welcome such frank painting, both felt compelled to record

what they saw in rural Ireland. Some 70,000 families were ejected from their homes

between 1846-1851, and evictions continued through the century.

Evictions of the poor for non-payment of their rent continued after the Famine

through the end of the nineteenth century. In 1898, when the Irish playwright John

Millington Synge visited the Aran Islands, a chain of three islands off County

Galway, he witnessed an eviction which he described in his book The Aran Islands                                 

(1907).  He also took photographs of the eviction.

REFLECTION: The use of pictures as historical documents make this a very

powerful lesson. Teachers recommended using edited, adapted or rewritten

versions of documents depending on lesson goals and performance level of

students. See discussion of the use of differentiated texts.



AIM: How did eviction make conditions during the Great Irish Famine worse?

ASSESSMENT:

- Students will demonstrate an understanding of cause and effect in history and the

ability to support conclusions based on an evaluation of evidence through individual

and group writing assignments and during group and class discussions.

- Students will demonstrate the importance of examining and respecting multiple

perspectives when explaining historical events.

- Students will demonstrate the ability to examine and explain the significance of

primary source documents.

- Students will demonstrate the ability to explore the use of poetry and songs in the

creation of metaphors for understanding historical events and the use of historical

events as symbolizes in an examination of the human condition.

- Students will demonstrate the ability to apply an understanding of historical events

to explain contemporary problems.

DO NOW ACTIVITY: Examine Erskine Nichol's "An Ejected Family" (1853) with Lady

Elizabeth Butler's "Evicted" (1890).

MOTIVATIONAL ACTIVITY: What are these paintings about? ? In your opinion, are

there images like these in today’s world? Explain.

TRANSITIONAL ACTIVITY: .These painting pre-date the widespread availability of

photographs. In addition they provide color images in an era when existing

photographs were in black and white. In your opinion, why are these images so

important? so powerful

ACTIVITIES: Examine "An Ejected Family."

1.  What did you notice first about this painting?  Look at the group of figures.  Who

are they? What do their expressions tell you?  How do the figures relate to each

other? How do the figures relate to their environment?  What is the man in the white

shirt staring at? How is nature portrayed? Is it comforting or threatening?

2.  Comment on the composition of the painting. How do the figures as a grouping

relate to the rest of the picture?

3.  Are the colors of the picture suggestive of its meaning?  What hues predominate?

How does Nichol use light in the picture?

- Examine "Evicted."

1.  What was your first response to "Evicted"?

2.  Lady Butler actually witnessed the scene she painted. What influence do think that

experience had on her painting?



3.  This is a very large picture- almost six feet by eight feet.  What impact does the size

have on the viewer?

4.  What us the relationship between the figure of the evicted woman and the rest of

the picture?  Comment of the scale of the figure of the woman. What does Lady Butler

want us to know about her?  Does the landscape reflect the figure's mood?  Is there

anything about her expression or her pose that says something about her character?

- Complete ACTIVITY SHEET A: Famine-Era Evictions

SUMMARY QUESTION: Why did famine era evictions remain powerful symbols of what

happened to the Irish during the Great Irish Famine?

HOMEWORK: What are the similarities between the written of the evictions and  "An

Evicted Family" and "Evicted"? What details are most poignant to readers/viewers?

APPLICATION: Complete and discuss ACTIVITY SHEET B- Evictions Continue.



ACTIVITY SHEET A : Famine-Era Evictions

A) Mary E. Daly provides statistics about evictions in The Famine in Ireland (110):                                           

Year Evictions
1847 6,026 families
1848 9,657 families
1849 16,686 families
1850 19,949 families
1851 13,197 families

Questions

1) What were the total number of families evicted between 1847 and 1851?  Make a

graph showing evictions in each year between 1847 and 1851. What observations can

you make about the pattern of these numbers?

2) The dates of the Irish famine are usually given as 1845-1849.  Looking at your

graph, do you agree or disagree with those dates?  Write a paragraph using your data

to explain why you agree or disagree.
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(Edited version)

ACTIVITY SHEET B) Famine-Era Evictions

A) This is a narrative about evictions in Ireland. People wandered the roads after

being put out of their houses and having their houses destroyed.

Source; Cathal Póirtéir, Famine Echoes. Dublin: Gill and Macmillan, 1995. p. 241.                       

Word Bank: oaten cakes- unleavened hard bread; sod- sheets of grass and dirt, turf;

wattles- long twigs used to make a frame for a little hut; alms- charity; trough- food

box for animals; abounded- were all over.

An old woman, Anne Curley, went to visit a family who were about to emigrate

because of the poverty at home. The women were baking oaten cakes to take with

them on the ship. People going abroad brought bread with them for the journey.

While they were baking the sheriff came and ordered everyone out. He left all the

furniture on the doorstep and took possession of the house. He would not give them

time to finish their baking.

There was a large number of homeless people from famine stricken areas in

Donegal and Mayo in this district [Co. Monaghan]. Many of them became beggarmen

and beggarwomen.

An old woman called McCarron and her family were evicted. She had no home so

she went to an old graveyard and in one corner she built a hut of sod and wattles for

herself and her children.

Another beggarwoman and two children came to a house in this locality asking

alms. When the children came to the doorstep they saw pigs in the sty eating food.

The children ran over to the trough and started to eat the pigs' food because they

were so hungry.

Homeless individual abounded. Many of them made rounds of certain districts at

intervals for the rest of their lives. They were well-treated always. They were known

in many cases only by nicknames and no one knew their past history, e.g. Bill the

Sheep, Catherine a Leanbh [Lan-iv, the Irish word for child), Mickey Money, The

Grey Lady, Din the Rabbish, Johnny the Baffety, to mention a few.

Questions

1. What happened when the sheriff put a family out of its home?

2. Which image in this narrative do you find the most powerful? Why?

3. In your opinion, why were the homeless treated well in Ireland after the famine?



B) John Costello describes what happened to his family on New Year's Eve, 1847.

Source; Thomas P. O'Neill, "From Famine to Near Famine, 1845-1879," Studia Hibernica I (1961), 163.                          

He threw my children out in the street; one of them was sick at the time. Her name

was Anne. She died last week; she was near five at the time.  Coleman, my son, died

Friday last aged ten years. He died from cold and hardship. My house was completely

destroyed, and it was near dusk when it was thrown down. Myself and my family had

to sleep in the open air. It was raining and snowing that night and it blew very hard.

My wife and remaining child are now lying sick...in a hovel I made for them against

the ruins of the house.

Questions

1. What has happened to John Costello and his family?

2. What picture does Costello's story give you of the life of the poor during the

famine? What details are especially vivid?

3. What explanation would "he" (the landlord) give for putting Costello and his family

out in the street? How would you answer him?

4. Look at the engraving "The day after the ejectment" from The Illustrated London                                           

News, December 15, 1848. What message about conditions in Ireland does the           

engraving convey to the paper's English readers? Is the mood of the engraving the

same as the mood of Costello's story? What kind of mood do they share?  Explain your

answer using details from Costello's account and from the engraving.

5. Costello and his family were one of 6,096 families who were evicted in 1847. Write a

letter on behalf of John Costello and his family to the British Prime Minister Lord

John Russell that suggests some plan that protects families like John Costello but that

recognizes the legal contract between landlord and tenant.

C) The American traveler and humanitarian Asenath Nicholson witnessed evictions

in the west of Ireland during the Famine. In this passage, she describes the scene of

an eviction near Newport, Co., Mayo in 1847. A "driver" was usually a man employed

by a landlord to take possession of cattle or sheep belonging to a tenant who had not

paid her or his rent. Here Nicholson refers to the person who is ejecting the tenants

as the "driver."

Word Bank: heeded not- ignored; emaciated- starved, thin; desolate- barren, empty;

hapless- doomed, unlucky; oft’time- often; solitary-lonely, rare; magistrate- minor

government official.



But this fearless "driver" throws, or causes to be thrown down, cabin after cabin,

and sometimes whole villages, of which it is said the landlord was entirely ignorant;

but the pitiless storm heeded not that, and the poor starved exiles pleading that the

cabin might be left a little longer. Their pot and even the cloak, which is the peasant

woman's all by day and by night, has often been torn from her emaciated limbs and

sold at auction.

Perhaps in no instance does the oppression of the poor and the sighing of the

needy come before the mind so vividly as when going over the places made desolate

by the Famine; to see the tumbled cabins, with the poor hapless inmates who had for

years sat around their turf fire, and ate their potatoes together, now lingering and

oft'time wailing in despair, their ragged barefoot little ones clinging about them, one

on the back of the weeping mother, and the father looking in silent despair, while a

part of them are scraping among rubbish to gather some little relic of mutual

attachment (for the poor, dear reader, have their tender remembrances); then, in a

flock, take their solitary, their pathless way to seek rock or ditch to camp supperless

for the night, without covering for the head or the feet, with not the remnant of a

blanket to spread over them in the ditch, where they must crawl.

Are these solitary cases? Happy would it be were it so, but village upon village and

company after company have I seen; and one  magistrate who was traveling

informed me that at nightfall the preceding day that he found a company that had

gathered a few sticks and fastened them into the ditch, and spread over what

miserable rags they could collect (for the rain was fast pouring); and under these

more than 200 men, women and children were to crawl for the night. They had all

that day been driven out, and not one pound of any kind of food was in the whole

encampment.

Questions

1. What images does Nicholson create for the reader?

2.  What is Nicholson's attitude toward the "driver," the landlord, the tenants?



ACTIVITY SHEET C- Evictions Continue

Evictions of the poor for non-payment of their rent continued after the Famine

through the end of the nineteenth century. In 1898, when the Irish playwright John

Millington Synge visited the Aran Islands, a chain of three islands off County

Galway, he witnessed an eviction which he described in his book The Aran Islands                                 

(1907).  He also took photographs of the eviction.

Source: John Millington Synge, Collected Works, II. Alan Price, ed. (London: Oxford, 1966), p. 89.                            

Word Bank: respite- temporary relief; interposed-intervened; pretext- reason;

procured-provided; imprecations- screams, protests; brooded- think about; trifles-

small possessions; threshold- doorway; hovel- hut.

A stop was made at one of the first cottages in the village, and the day's work

began.  Here, however, and at the next cottage, a compromise was made, as some

relatives came up at the last moment and lent the money that was needed to gain a

respite.

In another case a girl was ill in the house, so the doctor interposed, and the people

were allowed to remain after a merely formal eviction.  About midday, however, a

home was reach where there was no pretext for mercy, and no money could be

procured. At a sign from the sheriff the work of carrying out the beds and utensils

was begun in the middle of a crowd of natives who looked on in absolute silence,

broken only by the wild imprecations of the woman of the house. She belonged to

one of the most primitive families on the island, and she shook with uncontrollable

fury as she saw the strange armed men who spoke a language she could not

understand driving her from the hearth she had brooded on for thirty years.  For

these people the outrage to the hearth is the supreme catastrophe.  They live here in

a world of grey, where there are mild rains and mists every week in the year, and

their warm chimney corners, filled with children and young girls, grow into the

consciousness of each family in a way it is not easy to understand in more civilized

places.

When the few trifles had been carried out, and the door blocked with stones, the

old woman sat down by the threshold and covered her head with her shawl. Five or

six other women who lived close by sat down in a circle round her with mute

sympathy.  Then the crowd moved on with the police to another cottage where the

same scene was to take place, and left the group of desolate women sitting by the

hovel.



(Adapted version)

ACTIVITY SHEET B) Famine-Era Evictions

A) This is a narrative about evictions in Ireland. People wandered the roads after

being put out of their houses and having their houses destroyed.

Source; Cathal Póirtéir, Famine Echoes. Dublin: Gill and Macmillan, 1995. p. 241.                       

An old woman went to visit a family who were about to emigrate because of the

poverty at home. The women were baking bread to take with them on the ship. People

going abroad brought bread with them for the journey. While they were baking the

sheriff came and ordered everyone out. He left all the furniture on the doorstep and

took possession of the house. He would not give them time to finish their baking.

There was a large number of homeless people from famine stricken areas. Many

of them became beggarmen and beggarwomen. An old woman called McCarron and

her family were evicted. She had no home so she went to an old graveyard and in one

corner she built a hut of grass, dirt and twigs for herself and her children.

Another beggarwoman and two children came to a house in this locality asking

for charity. When the children came to the doorstep they saw pigs in the sty eating

food. The children ran over and started to eat the pigs' food because they were so

hungry.

Homeless individuals were all over. Many of them made rounds of certain districts

at intervals for the rest of their lives. They were well-treated always. They were

known in many cases only by nicknames and no one knew their past history, e.g. Bill

the Sheep, Catherine a Leanbh [Lan-iv, the Irish word for child), Mickey Money, The

Grey Lady, Din the Rabbish, Johnny the Baffety, to mention a few.

Questions

1. What happened when the sheriff put a family out of its home?

2. Which image in this narrative do you find the most powerful? Why?

3. In your opinion, why were the homeless treated well in Ireland after the famine?



B) John Costello describes what happened to his family on New Year's Eve, 1847.

Source; Thomas P. O'Neill, "From Famine to Near Famine, 1845-1879," Studia Hibernica I (1961), 163.                          

He threw my children out in the street; one of them was sick at the time. Her name

was Anne. She died last week; she was near five at the time. Coleman, my son, died

Friday last aged ten years. He died from cold and hardship. My house was completely

destroyed, and it was nearly night when it was thrown down. Myself and my family

had to sleep in the open air. It was raining and snowing that night and it blew very

hard. My wife and remaining child are now lying sick in a hut I made for them

against the ruins of the house.

Questions

1. What has happened to John Costello and his family?

2. What picture does Costello's story give you of the life of the poor during the

famine? What details are especially vivid?

3. What explanation would "he" (the landlord) give for putting Costello and his family

out in the street? How would you answer him?

4. Look at the engraving "The day after the ejectment" from The Illustrated London                                           

News, December 15, 1848. What message about conditions in Ireland does the           

engraving convey to the paper's English readers? Is the mood of the engraving the

same as the mood of Costello's story? What kind of mood do they share?  Explain your

answer using details from Costello's account and from the engraving.

5. Costello and his family were one of 6,096 families who were evicted in 1847. Write a

letter on behalf of John Costello and his family to the British Prime Minister Lord

John Russell that suggests some plan that protects families like John Costello but that

recognizes the legal contract between landlord and tenant.

C) The American traveler and humanitarian Asenath Nicholson witnessed evictions

in the west of Ireland during the Famine. In this passage, she describes the scene of

an eviction near Newport, Co., Mayo in 1847. A "driver" was usually a man employed

by a landlord to take possession of cattle or sheep belonging to a tenant who had not

paid her or his rent. Here Nicholson refers to the person who is ejecting the tenants

as the "driver."

This fearless "driver" tears down cabin after cabin and sometimes whole villages,

of which it is said the landlord was entirely ignorant; but the pitiless storm ignored

that, and the poor starved exiles pleading that the cabin might be left a little longer.



Their pot and even the cloak, which is the peasant woman's all by day and by night,

has often been torn from her skinny limbs and sold at auction.

Perhaps in no instance does the oppression of the poor and the sighing of the

needy come before the mind so vividly as when going over the places made empty by

the Famine; to see the tumbled cabins, with the poor doomed inmates who had for

years sat around their turf fire, and ate their potatoes together, now lingering and

often wailing in despair, their ragged barefoot little ones clinging about them, one

on the back of the weeping mother, and the father looking in silent despair, while a

part of them are scraping among rubbish to gather some little relic of mutual

attachment (for the poor, dear reader, have their tender remembrances); then, in a

flock, take their lonely, their pathless way to seek rock or ditch to camp supperless

for the night, without covering for the head or the feet, with not the remnant of a

blanket to spread over them in the ditch, where they must crawl.

Are these rare cases? Happy would it be were it so, but village upon village and

company after company have I seen; and one government official who was traveling

informed me that at nightfall the preceding day that he found a company that had

gathered a few sticks and fastened them into the ditch, and spread over what

miserable rags they could collect (for the rain was fast pouring); and under these

more than 200 men, women and children were to crawl for the night. They had all

that day been driven out, and not one pound of any kind of food was in the whole

encampment.

Questions

1. What images does Nicholson create for the reader?

2.  What is Nicholson's attitude toward the "driver," the landlord, the tenants?



ACTIVITY SHEET C- Evictions Continue

Evictions of the poor for non-payment of their rent continued after the Famine

through the end of the nineteenth century. In 1898, when the Irish playwright John

Millington Synge visited the Aran Islands, a chain of three islands off County

Galway, he witnessed an eviction which he described in his book The Aran Islands                                 

(1907).  He also took photographs of the eviction.

Source: John Millington Synge, Collected Works, II. Alan Price, ed. (London: Oxford, 1966), p. 89.                            

 A stop was made at one of the first cottages in the village, and the day's work

began.  Here, however, and at the next cottage, a compromise was made, as some

relatives came up at the last moment and lent the money that was needed to gain

temporary relief.

In another case a girl was ill in the house, so the doctor intervened, and the

people were allowed to remain after a merely formal eviction.  About midday,

however, a home was reach where there was no reason for mercy, and no money

could be provided. At a sign from the sheriff the work of carrying out the beds and

utensils was begun in the middle of a crowd of natives who looked on in absolute

silence, broken only by the wild screams of the woman of the house. She belonged to

one of the most primitive families on the island, and she shook with uncontrollable

fury as she saw the strange armed men who spoke a language she could not

understand driving her from the hearth she had brooded on for thirty years.  For

these people the outrage to the hearth is the supreme catastrophe.  They live here in

a world of grey, where there are mild rains and mists every week in the year, and

their warm chimney corners, filled with children and young girls, grow into the

consciousness of each family in a way it is not easy to understand in more civilized

places.

When the few possessions had been carried out, and the door blocked with stones,

the old woman sat down by the doorway and covered her head with her shawl. Five or

six other women who lived close by sat down in a circle round her with mute

sympathy. Then the crowd moved on with the police to another cottage where the

same scene was to take place, and left the group of desolate women sitting by the hut.



(Rewritten Version)

ACTIVITY SHEET B) Famine-Era Evictions

A) This is a narrative about evictions in Ireland. People wandered the roads after

being put out of their houses and having their houses destroyed.

Source; Cathal Póirtéir, Famine Echoes. Dublin: Gill and Macmillan, 1995. p. 241.                       

An old woman went to visit a family who were about to leave Ireland because of

poverty. The women were baking bread to take with them on the ship. While they

were baking the sheriff ordered everyone out. He left all the furniture on the

doorstep and took possession of the house. He would not give them time to finish their

baking.

There was a large number of homeless people from famine stricken areas. Many

of them became beggarmen and beggarwomen. An old woman called McCarron and

her family were evicted. She had no home so she went to an old graveyard and in one

corner she built a hut of grass, dirt and twigs for herself and her children.

Another beggarwoman and two children came to a house in this locality asking

for charity. When the children came to the doorstep they saw pigs in the sty eating

food. The children ran over and started to eat the pigs' food because they were so

hungry.

Homeless individuals were all over. Many of them made rounds of certain districts

for the rest of their lives. They were well-treated always. They were known in many

cases only by nicknames and no one knew their past history, e.g. Bill the Sheep,

Catherine the Child, Mickey Money, The Grey Lady, Crazy Johnny, to mention a few.

Questions

1. What happened when the sheriff put a family out of its home?

2. Which image in this narrative do you find the most powerful? Why?

3. In your opinion, why were the homeless treated well in Ireland after the famine?



B) John Costello describes what happened to his family on New Year's Eve, 1847.

Source; Thomas P. O'Neill, "From Famine to Near Famine, 1845-1879," Studia Hibernica I (1961), 163.                          

He threw my children out in the street. One of them was sick at the time. Her name

was Anne. She died last week. She was near five at the time. Coleman, my son, died

Friday aged ten years. He died from cold and hardship.

My house was completely destroyed. It was nearly night when it was thrown

down. We had to sleep in the open air. It was raining and snowing that night and it

blew very hard. My wife and remaining child are now lying sick in a hut I made for

them against the ruins of the house.

Questions

1. What has happened to John Costello and his family?

2. What picture does Costello's story give you of the life of the poor during the

famine? What details are especially vivid?

3. What explanation would "he" (the landlord) give for putting Costello and his family

out in the street? How would you answer him?

4. Look at the engraving "The day after the ejectment" from The Illustrated London                                           

News, December 15, 1848. What message about conditions in Ireland does the           

engraving convey to the paper's English readers? Is the mood of the engraving the

same as the mood of Costello's story? What kind of mood do they share?  Explain your

answer using details from Costello's account and from the engraving.

5. Costello and his family were one of 6,096 families who were evicted in 1847. Write a

letter on behalf of John Costello and his family to the British Prime Minister Lord

John Russell that suggests some plan that protects families like John Costello but that

recognizes the legal contract between landlord and tenant.

C) The American traveler and humanitarian Asenath Nicholson witnessed evictions

in the west of Ireland during the Famine. In this passage, she describes the scene of

an eviction near Newport, Co., Mayo in 1847. A "driver" was usually a man employed

by a landlord to take possession of cattle or sheep belonging to a tenant who had not

paid her or his rent. Here Nicholson refers to the person who is ejecting the tenants

as the "driver."

This fearless "driver" tears down cabin after cabin and sometimes whole villages.

Some claim the landlord is ignorant about what is happening. But this makes no

difference to a storm. Poor starved people beg the driver to leave their cabin for a

little longer. Everything they own is taken away and sold at auction.



The Great Irish Famine shows the oppression of the poor. All over there are

cabins that were torn down. Poor people who had for years sat around their fire and

ate their potatoes are now homeless. People hang around and cry in sadness. There

children hold on to them while they go through the garbage looking for something

to eat. Many people go to sleep without supper, with nothing to cover their heads and

no blankets.

Are these rare cases? I wish they were. One government official informed me that

at nightfall he found a group that gathered a few sticks and fastened them in the

ditch and spread over miserable rags. Under these more than 200 men, women and

children were to crawl for the night. They had all that day been driven out, and not

one pound of any kind of food was in the whole camp.

Questions

1. What images does Nicholson create for the reader?

2.  What is Nicholson's attitude toward the "driver," the landlord, the tenants?



ACTIVITY SHEET C- Evictions Continue

Evictions of the poor for non-payment of their rent continued after the Famine. In

1898, the Irish playwright John Millington Synge visited the Aran Islands, a chain of

three islands off County Galway. He witnessed an eviction which he described in his

book The Aran Islands (1907).  He also took photographs of the eviction.                                 

Source: John Millington Synge, Collected Works, II. Alan Price, ed. (London: Oxford, 1966), p. 89.                            

 A stop was made at one of the first cottages in the village, and the day's work

began. Here and at the next cottage, a compromise was made. Relatives came up at the

last moment and lent the money that was needed to gain temporary relief.

In another case a girl was ill in the house, so the doctor stopped the eviction.

About noon a home was reach where there was no money and no reason for mercy.

At a sign from the sheriff the work of carrying out the beds and utensils was begun.

A crowd of natives looked on in absolute silence. The silence was broken only by the

wild screams of the woman of the house. shook with uncontrollable anger as she saw

the strange armed men who spoke a language she could not understand driving her

from her home of thirty years. For these people the outrage to the fireplace is the

supreme catastrophe. They live here in a world where there are mild rains and mists

every week in the year, and their warm chimney corners, filled with children and

young girls, is the center of home life.

When the few possessions had been carried out, and the door blocked with stones,

the old woman sat down by the doorway and covered her head with her shawl. Five or

six other women who lived close by sat down in a circle round her with mute

sympathy. Then the crowd moved on with the police to another cottage where the

same scene was to take place, and left the group of women sitting by the hut.


